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Ample	evidence the	global	economy is	
on	a	collision course with	Nature	

• Climate change,	Ecosystem	decline,	Resource depletion and	
Pollution

• Continued conventional growth is	positive	for	poverty
reduction – but will it	last?	– how can it	be	sustainable?

• We are	in	serious ecological overshoot +	 financial overshoot
• The	combination	is	dangerous

• Add to	that	a	series	of	social	challenges,	
like	unemployment,	social	exclusion and	
increasing income disparities +	a	number
of	disruptive technologies



Disruptive technolgies

• Digital
• Nano
• Biotech

• Fascinating opportunities – not	least productivity
growth and	energy +	material	efficiency – but
major	societal consequences and	risks	

• Brynjolfson/Mc Afee:	”The	second	machine-age”
• Vivek Wahwda,	Stanford:”We are	moving into a	
labor-light economy”









How did we get	here?
• From	a	small	economy on	a	large planet	to …….
• Myth of	infinite	growth in	energy and	material	throughput
• Myth of	substitution	between different	types of	resources
• Cheap energy and	commodities
• Externalities most often not	addressed
• Technology
• Logic of	consumer society	to	maximise throughput
• Short temism
• Financial	system	ignores ecological – and	social	- risks

• Global	economy requires Global	society	– but nowhere to	be	
seen
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Growth and	development during
Industrialization impressive;	
Growth in	GDP	has	served us well

Now we are	in	a	different	phase,	
however,	and	a	different	logic is	
needed to	tackle a	host of	issues
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Humanity	has	reached	a	planetary	
saturation	point

The	Human	ability	to	do	has	vastly	
outstripped	our	ability	to	

understand

A	resilient	biosphere	the	basis	for	
humen	development

Fierce	urgency	of	now

A	great	transformation	to	global	
sustainability	necessary,	possible,	

and	desirable





Dilemma	of	conventional growth not	
recognised

• There are	limits	to	energy and	material	throughput
• But de-growth is	no	solution	either
• Many things should grow – however, overall	resource

throughput must	be	curbed
• Rethinking conventional growth must	start	in	the	developed

countries

• Conventional economics has	some answers but ………
• Still	many people view climate and	environment concerns as	

primarily a	cost



”Decoupling”	– a	challenge
• Ever since Bruntland	Report	”decoupling”	has	
been seen as	THE	SOLUTION	to	address
environment and	resource constraints

• Relative	de-coupling is	happening	– but absolute	
de-coupling is	far	away

• Efficiency gains normally eaten up	by	continued
economic growth and	the	rebound effect

• Efficiency is	crucial but must	be	achieved within a	
differently organized economy,	i	e	by	doing the	
right	things



Decoupling priority from	Bruntland	
and	onwards

• Bruntland	Report;	Rio	Conference
• European	Governments adopted policies for	decoupling
• Factor 4	(von	Weizsäcker and	Lovins in	1995);	Factor 10	Club
• Integrated Product Policy	(EC	2003)
• EP	report	on	IPP	contained most of	the	issues discussed in	

Circular Economy today,	such as	resource efficiency targets,	
preference for	biobased materials,	control of	chemicals,	
product design	(easy	to	dismantle),	cascading,	LCA,	
minimizing waste,	recycling,	reuse,	reconditioning,	innovation,	
Green	PP,	broaden ECO-design etc

• But IPP	process	shelved by	EC	– why is	not	clear



Decoupling priority from	Bruntland(II)
• Ecodesign	directive +	revision	2009	(energy-related products)
• Biomimicry	,	Blue	Economy
• Factor 5	
• Planetary Boundaries
• EC	Resource Efficient Europé	(Potochnik)
• Ellen	Mac	Arthur	Foundation/McKinsey

”Towards a	Circular Economy I	and	II,	”Growth within”
• Club	of	Rome Reports	

”Societal benefits of	a	Circular Economy”	
• WRAP	Reports
• Green	Economy Report	(MISTRA)
• EC	Circular Economy Package December	2015













The	question we have to	put:
• What´s the	purpose of	the	economy?	To	make	
1%	- or	even less	- significantly richer or?

• The	goal ought to	be	”Social	sustainability”	– i	e	
meaningful employment for	as	many as	possible
and	a	fair	distribution	of	income – while
respecting the	Planetary Boundaries.

• The	economy then is	a	tool box
• Today	the	equation is	more or	less	the	other way
around - the	growth of	the	economy is	the	goal



Rethink	economics
• GDP is not the same as welfare and wellbeing
• Natural capital + ecosystem services to be accounted for
• Strong vs weak sustainability 
• How to address non-linearity and tipping points?
• Today´s climate models lack a serious damage function
• Financial system ignores sustainability;  “stranded assets”
• The building up of debts – Ponzi Scheme
• Shareholder value vs Stakeholder value
• The Zero Marginal Cost Society – what does it mean?
• Inequalities increasing
• Jobless Growth



The	Green	economy	discourse		-
a	paradigm	change

Current	economy Green,	inclusive	economy

GDP growth: more economic activity 
the aim

‘Beyond GDP’: prosperity the aim 

Short-termism Long-termism

Maximisation of return Safeguarding of long-term incomes 

Shareholder value Stakeholder value: benefit to society 

Extraction of natural resources Management of natural resources 

Linear production systems Circular production systems 

Short-life products for sale Long-life services

Efficiency measured in monetary 
terms (CBA)

Multidimensional efficiency (e.g. multi-
criterion analysis, MCA) 



Economics	is	key	to	reform
• A	key	problem	is	the	limited	interest	shown	for	
sustainability	by	conventional	economists

• Add	to	that	the	lack	of		dialogue	within	the	
economic	discipline;	Ecological	economists	have	
some	of	the	answers	but	not	listened	to	

• Another	problem	has	to	do	with	the	education	of	
economists. To	quote	Cameron	Hepburn,	leading	
British	economist: “Economics	today	is	taught	as	
if	the	last	thirty	years	did	not	happen”





Towards a	circular/performance
economy

• In	biobased economy and	the	technosphere
• From	products to	services;	Products to	last	longer
• Reuse,	recycling	and	reconditioning of	materials	and	
components

• Service	economy for	maintenance and	repair	=	jobs
• Requires new	business	models for	HQ	service
• Rethink producer responsibility
• Digitalization facilitates
• Metabolism	is	reduced
• Means much less	pressure	on	the	planet















The crucial	role	of	politics	
• Economic	theory	by	itself	will	not	lead	to	a	transition
to	a	sustainable	economy

• The	transition	will	require	a	robust	political	discourse,
based	on	the	principles	of	sustainability	– notably	the	
principles	of	inter- and	intergenerational	equity	as	well	
as	the	planetary	boundaries	

• How	can	we	develop	a	framework	in	politics	that	
respects	the	key	principles	of	sustainability,	notably	the	
planetary	boundaries?

• How	can	we	initiate	the	necessary	shift	in	values?
• Improved	indicators	will	be	key


